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ÈQUILUX
with high concentration of botanical extracts

 ÈQUILUX contains the highest concentration of botanical extracts that Elegy has ever
conceived. He has always wanted to get the most out of products and only after deep
research it was possible to really take advantage of the abundant natural extracts so much
to define luxury. 

  PRIME 
It is a phyto- composite for deep cleaning and surface of the dermis. Maximize the
outcome of treatment following the action of activating deep shampoo and treatments.
Particularly suitable in the presence of seborrhea, hyperhidrosis, dandruff and fall.
instructions for use: apply from 5 to 10 ml on the dermis, distribute evenly and massage
skin well, wait for PRIME acting for at least 3 minutes and then proceed with the desired
treatment.
 package  : 150 ml glass.

 TEA ENERGY 
polyvalent, regenerating, purifying
For all hair types, suitable for everyday use. It helps to cleanse the hair and scalp of
impurities, enhancing brightness and volume, giving freshness and vigor to the scalp.
Formulated with a high concentration of botanical extracts of Tea Tree Oil, Jojoba Oil, Aloe
Vera and Peppermint.
instructions for use: Apply a small amount, increase it as needed. Massage gently, leave
for two minutes and rinse. Repeat the process.
 package  : bottles of 50, 250, 1,000 ml and eco- Pack of 5 L.

 WASH GENTLY 
gentle cleansing, soothing, purifying
Suitable for sensitive skin and that of your children. Suitable for daily use, it helps to
cleanse the hair and scalp of impurities, enhancing brightness and naturalness. Respect
the Scalp recreating the optimal state for a natural hair growth. Product with a high
concentration of botanical extracts of Milk Protein and Aloe Barbadensins.
instructions for use: Apply a small amount of product, massage gently, leave for two
minutes and then rinse. Repeat.
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 package  : bottles of 50, 250, 1,000 ml and eco- Pack of 5 L.

 BILBERRY -UP 
with blueberry extract, hydrolyzed collagen and aloe barbadensins
Suitable for sensitive skin like that of children, suitable for everyday use, contribute,
together with other products in the line, obtaining a volumizing effect and regenerating
carefully cleanse the scalp without attacking it.
instructions for use: Apply a small amount of product, massage gently, leave for two
minutes and then rinse. Repeat.
 package  : bottles of 50, 250, 1,000 ml and eco- Pack of 5 L.

 SILK THERAPY 
polyvalent, conditioning, protective
Shown to give volume, shine and body. High protection from UV rays, hair dryer and
plates.
Suitable for daily use, indicated to invigorate weak hair due to the action oxidant smog.
Good for all hair types, its action is based on the high concentration of botanical extracts
and silk proteins in addition to KRC (Complaints Keratin Complex).
Instruction to use : Apply evenly through your hair as needed vaporizing. Where the stem
showing greater awareness is recommended to comb and spray several times. Do not
rinse. Then proceed to the subsequent services or to the crease with appropriate styling
products.
 package  : spray bottles of 50 and 125 ml, eco- Pack of 5 L.

 SOFTLY 
SOFTLY CONDITIONER is an intensive treatment of hydration and rebalancing of the
bonds that constitute it. Rich variety of botanical extracts and enhanced with KRC
(Complaints Keratin Complex), is designed to enhance malleability and luster of the hair.
Instruction to use : Apply evenly over the entire length, abounding where the presence of
porosity is greater. The shutter speed can vary from 5 to 15 minutes depending on the
intensity of the pleasing result.
 package  : bottles of 50, 250, 1,000 ml and eco- Pack of 5 L. 
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